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Short Description:
Develop your creative muscles with Make It Artsy Series 200.
This season, pump up your skills as an artist, strengthen your creativity and stretch your artistic
limits. Some of today’s most creative “makers” are featured in this series to coach you along. By
mixing media and using creative techniques, integrate your art into everyday life. Use new tools,
materials and lots of imagination to pump up your artistic fitness. Be a part of the “maker”
movement that is sweeping the country!
Suggested Scheduling:
Flags:
Broadcast History:

How to blocks
None
Premiere of 200 series

Tag:
For all of the projects and instructions found on this series of
MAKE IT ARTSY, plus videos, patterns and links visit our website at makeitartsy.com. More ideas
can be found and shared on FaceBook, Pinterest and Instagram at makeitartsytv. This is
Show________.
Season 200 of MAKE IT ARTSY is available as a 4 DVD set of all 13 episodes for $39.99 plus
shipping and handling. Order at makeitartsy.com and Make It Artsy!
Rights:
UNLIMITED release over three years (UNL/3YRS) beginning
3/30/2017; SCH/2YRS; VOD/7DAY; and non-commercial cable rights granted. Royalty free to
members and subscribers of the National Educational Telecommunications Association
(NETA).
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Episode Descriptions:
#201 Text/Typography/Handwriting
Let’s talk typography. Host Julie Fei Fan Balzer doodles an art journal page. Metalsmith Mary
Hettmansperger uses old letter stamps to create journals, covers and other art. Artist Rae
Missigman uses words and mixed media to create a layered canvas panel. Jane Dunnewold
shares an artsy idea.
#202 Party People
It’s time to party. Artist Cat Kerr mixes things up with a pendant made in layers. Tool expert Joe
Rotella melts glass in a microwave oven to create contemporary jewelry and accessories.
Candie Cooper cranks out a one-of-a-kind artsy gift box with a treasure inside. Artist Jane
Dunnewold has an art tip.
#203 Embrace Imperfection
Embrace imperfection as you make art. Metalwork artist Mary Hettmansperger playfully collages
with fabric and mediums to create wall art. Author and artist Jane Dunnewold takes the basic
square into new directions. Julie Fei-Fan Balzer uses a masking technique to create layers of
watercolor effects. Jane Dunnewold shares her artistic perspective.
#204 Shine
Make your art sparkle. Artist Jen Cushman wraps wire and stamps words to create a metallic
flower. Host Julie Fei-Fan Balzer crafts a variety of projects with decorative foils. Artist and
teacher Cat Kerr molds shining eyes to use in lots of different projects. Learn a new tip from Jane
Dunnewold.
#205 New to Me
Add something new to your creative routine. Tool expert Joe Rotella uses today’s latest cutting
technology to create glitter appliqué. Host Julie Fei-Fan Balzer makes collages with acrylic skins
and films. Studio artist Cynthia Thornton paints fashions and faces to create a charming fabric
doll. Jane Dunnewold share another art tip.
#206 Making a House a Home
Add artistic flair to your home. Jewelry-maker Candie Cooper makes beaded vases and
luminaries. Mixed media artist Cat Kerr shows a new technique for using resin to create textured
sheets. Artist Rae Missigman makes a small canvas to add an artful touch to any room. Back
with another art tip is Jane Dunnewold.

#207 Books
Nourish your mind with a good book. Artist and writer Andrew Thornton sculpts a beautiful book
cover. Julie Fei-Fan Balzer creates a whole book out of a single piece of paper. Tool expert Joe
Rotella binds books inspired by ancient techniques from the Far East. Jane Dunnewold shares
another artsy idea.
#208 Time
Keep track of time in an artistic way. Metal artist Mary Hettmansperger crafts clock parts into a
necklace. For his favorite time piece, his phone, tool expert Joe Rotella makes a decorative
stand. Mixed media artist Rae Missigman captures moments in time in an artful clipboard journal.
Artist Jane Dunnewold has more artful ideas to share.
#209 Folk Art
Folk art is the essence of a culture. Painter and maker Mystele Kirkeeng paints abstract folk art
faces and figures. Tool expert Joe Rotella uses baker’s twin to weave new art on a tin tile. Host
Julie Fei-Fan Balzer draws repeating shapes to create a meditative mandala. Jane Dunnewold
shares another artistic perspective.
#210 Wear Your Art
Wear your art and express your maker’s spirit wherever you go. Embellishment artist Candie
Cooper makes bag charms with leather and beads. Resin artist Susan Lenart Kazmer casts
found objects to wear as jewelry or embellishments. Fine artist Andrew Thornton turns a book into
a necklace. Back with more art tips is Jane Dunnewold.
#211 Kid Friendly
Inspire a young maker with kid-friendly art projects. Folk artist Mystele Kirkeeng paints a portrait
of a cup inspired by various designs. Studio artist Cynthia Thornton paints and assembles
charming paper dolls. Jewelry expert Candie Cooper tops things off with a beautiful beaded
crown. Jane Dunnewold shares another art tip.
#212 Express Yourself/Personal Style
Pump up your personal style statement. Host Julie Fei-Fan Balzer draws and cuts custom
screens for silkscreen printing. Painter Mystele Kirkeeng uses supplies at hand to paint a
charming folk art house. Studio artist Andrew Thornton gives fabric a work out and creates and
artful book. Jane Dunnewold joins Julie with another artsy idea.
#213 Inspired by Fashion
Today, art becomes fashion. Mixed media artist Rae Missigman makes a wearable art journal for
her artful ideas. Today’s hottest jewelry trend is crafted into a bangle bracelet by Jen Cushman.
Artist Candie Cooper affirms her art statement by embellishing boots. Jane Dunnewold has
another idea about the maker’s movement.

